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High-yield synthesis of single-walled carbon nanotubes by gravity-free
arc discharge
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Single-walled carbon nanotubes~SWNTs! have been produced in high yield by the dc arc discharge
technique under gravity-free conditions. Gravity-free conditions can reduce the convection flow of
the buffer gas during the arc discharge, which results in the increase of high thermostatic volume
around the arc flame. The yields of both the total soot and SWNTs in soot are significantly increased.
Raman spectroscopy and transmission electron microscopy analyses reveal that the diameter
distribution of SWNTs has shifted to a larger diameter region under the gravity-free condition. The
annealing process in high-thermostatic atmosphere is a crucial experimental factor to selectively
synthesize a certain diameter SWNT in high yield. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.
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Arc discharge of metal-doped graphite rods is a we
established method to produce both endohed
metallofullerenes1 and single-walled carbon nanotub
~SWNTs!.2,3 The arc conditions obviously play a crucial ro
in the possible higher yield syntheses of SWNTs. It has b
observed that the yield of SWNTs depends on several par
eters during arc discharge such as arc current/voltage,
volume, arc gap, the pressure of helium, and both the dop
ratio and the kind of the metal-doped composite graph
rods.2–4

Two other important techniques to produce SWN
known to date are high-temperature laser vaporization~the
so-called laser furnace technique! of metal/graphite compos
ite rods and different types of chemical-vapor deposit
~CVD! with various hydrocarbon sources.5–8 In the practical
and commercial applications of SWNTs, such as for fie
emission displays9 and hydrogen gas storage,10 mass-
productive and economical routes to produce SWNTs in h
yield are definitely required. Although CVD methods a
promising techniques for the future efficient production
SWNTs, the current production status of SWNTs by t
methods is still in the low stage. The laser-furnace meth
in contrast, can produce SWNTs in relatively high yield11

but the total production rate is very low and the cost perf
mance is not at all at a practical level.

Considering its reasonably high efficiency and the b
production capability, the arc-discharge method is still one
the best methods for producing SWNTs in large quant
Here, we report that arc discharge of metal-doped grap
rods under gravity-free conditions~hereafter, referred to a
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0G! can significantly increase the production efficiency
SWNTs in reference to that under normal gravity conditio
~hereafter, referred to as 1G! based on a periodically pulse
dc arc-discharge experiment. Furthermore, Raman spec
copy and transmission electron microscopy~TEM! analyses
reveal that the diameter distribution of SWNTs has shifted
a larger diameter region under the gravity-free conditions

Gravity-free arc discharge was achieved by using
so-called swing tower~12 m high! equipped with a dc arc-
discharge reactor, which allows the arc reactor to swing v
tically and periodically~cf. Fig. 1!.12 It consists of a dc arc
reactor, a rubber rope, a power supply, a current contro
and a He gas cylinder. The arc-discharge induced evap
tion of the positive electrode @anode: 10 mm35
35 mm3 Ni/Y(4.0/1.0wt %) doped graphite rod from Toy
Tanso Co.; cathode: 103636 mm3 pure graphite rod# under
a 600 Torr helium atmosphere. The swing arc reactor use
this work has been developed by one of the present auth
and has been described in detail previously.12

To visualize the actual arc discharge during the fr
drops of the arc reactor, a video camera~RF System Co.
PRO 5V! was mounted onto a window of the reactor.
thermocouple was introduced into the reactor to observe
temperature gradient around the arc discharge. The dc
current was controlled between 20 and 40 A and we fou
that no evaporation of the anode~i.e., metal/graphite com-
posite rod! was observed below 20 A under the prese
gravity-free arc conditions. The arc discharge was electro
cally set to be carried out during the free-drops period in
oscillation of the arc reactor, where the oscillation period
typically T'2.3 s. The graphite/Ni/Y composite rods we
allowed to evaporate only when the gravity was less th
0.05 g for'1.2 s/period~A, in Fig. 1 inset!. During the rest
of a period~B, in Fig. 1 inset!, both electrodes were sub
jected to cooling by the He buffer gas. The oscillation of t
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reactor and the concomitant arc discharge were repeat
performed for 30 min. This repetition of the gravity-free tim
gives little influence on gravity-free SWNT production b
cause the response time of the heat convection correspon
to the gravity change is less than 0.1 s. As in the norma
arc discharge under the 1G condition, only the anode
evaporated.

Soot deposited over the inner wall of the reactor w
collected separately into three parts~upper, side, and bottom
walls!. The so-produced soot containing SWNTs was th
analyzed by a scanning electron microscope~SEM, JEOL
6340F!, a transmission electron microscope~TEM, Hitachi
H-800!, and a Raman spectrometer~Self-Built/Jovin-Yvon
Nd:YAG laser 488/514 nm!.

Comparison of the soot yield under 0G conditions a
1G conditions is shown in Fig. 2. The total amount of so
obtained under 0G conditions is about ten times larger t
that obtained under 1G conditions. The amount of soot
posited over the sidewall under 0G conditions is;13.5 times

FIG. 1. Schematic view of the vertical swing tower. The inset shows
gravitational acceleration and the position of the reactor oscillated wi
period of 2.3 s and in an amplitude of 4.0 m. Phase A correspond
gravity-free~0G! conditions and B to normal gravity~1G! conditions.

FIG. 2. Soot yield by its collected area~upper, side, and bottom walls of th
arc reactor! under gravity-free~0G! and normal gravity~1G! conditions.
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larger than that under 1G, whereas the soot from the up
wall was;3.4 times larger in amount. This is consistent w
the observation that a spherical arc was formed under
conditions, which gives a high and uniform arc plasma le
ing to a high yield of soot containing SWNTs. The ma
effect of gravity is to modify the plume shape. Gravity-fre
conditions can reduce the convection flow of the buffer g
during arc discharge, which leads to a high yield synthesis
SWNTs.

The SEM and TEM images of the soot show th
SWNTs are found in much higher density~when prepared
under 0G conditions! than those prepared under 1G cond
tions, which is shown in Figs. 3 and 4, respectively. T
SWNT yield in soot under 0G conditions was;2.2 times
larger than that under 1G. SWNTs under 0G conditions t
yielded;22 times larger than that under 1G in total, cons
ering both the produced-soot weight and the SWNT yield

e
a
to

FIG. 3. SEM images of soot produced under~a! gravity-free conditions~0G!
and ~b! normal gravity conditions~1G!.

FIG. 4. TEM images of soot obtained under~a! gravity-free conditions~0G!
and ~b! normal gravity conditions~1G!. Bundles of SWNTs are much
thicker in the 0G experiment.
license or copyright, see http://apl.aip.org/apl/copyright.jsp
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soot. In both cases, the arc-discharge conditions such a
current, arc gap, and the pressure of He buffer gas w
maintained constant except for the gravity conditions. T
TEM image shows that the bundle concentration of SWN
is higher and its diameter is larger in the 0G sample than
those of the 1G sample.

The higher soot yield under gravity-free conditions c
mainly be explained by a couple of reasons. First, the
plasma has been stabilized when the strong heat conve
flow is suppressed under 0G conditions. Thus, a narrow
of the anode surface is efficiently heated to increase the
limation rate, which resulted in the production of nanotub
with higher density: the formation of SWNTs is closely pr
portional to the evaporation rate of the composite rod~an-
ode!. A similar tendency has been observed in arc-discha
production of endohedral metallofullerenes.13 Second, the
thermal diffusion rate of the relatively heavy carbon m
ecules~i.e., precursors of SWNTs! produced by arc discharg
is much smaller than the heat convection rate. Accordin
the reaction time available for the growth of SWNTs in
adequately high-temperature gas region~;3000 K! becomes
much longer under 0G conditions. The precursors of SWN
can thus stay longer in the high-temperature volume reg
around the arc plasma and also in the ensuing annealin
gion. This induces the efficient growth of SWNTs. The o
servation of SWNTs with thicker diameter distribution und
0G conditions also supports this idea~see below!.

One of the most salient findings in the present SW
formation under 0G conditions is that the diameter distrib
tion of SWNTs produced under 0G conditions is much d
ferent from that of SWNTs produced under 1G conditio
based on Raman measurements~cf. Fig. 5!. The D band
~;1335 cm21! is generally known to reflect the defects
disorder on the surface of graphite, whereas theG band
~;1530–1600 cm21! is assigned to the dispersion relation
graphite in the Raman spectra of carbon materials in gen
and SWNTs in particular. TheG/D ratio, therefore, is a mea
sure of the ‘‘purity’’ of the SWNTs. As can be seen in Fig.
theG/D ratio is;3.7 times larger under 0G conditions@Fig.
5~a!# than under the corresponding 1G conditions@Fig. 5~b!#,
which is consistent with the previous SEM/TEM images
the samples, where the amount of amorphous carbon sp
is much less under 0G conditions.

The Raman measurements also indicate that the distr
tion of the peaks due to the radial breathing mode~RBM! is
shifted to a smaller wave-number region~;140–220 cm21!,
indicating that the diameter distribution of SWNTs increas
when gravity-free conditions are employed. This finding
closely related to the known fact that the yield of larger-siz
fullerenes than C70 ~the so-called higher fullerenes! increases
significantly when the arc synthesis of the fullerenes is p
formed under a similar gravity-free condition.12 The similar-
ity suggests that an individual SWNT and the correspond
higher fullerene@e.g., a~10, 10! armchair SWNT and a C240

fullerene# share a similar ‘‘cap structure’’~an end cap for the
SWNT and a hemisphere for the higher fullerene!14 and that
the diameter of such caps increases under the gravity-free
plasma. Although the detailed growth mechanism of SWN
is still not known, the current gravity-free arc synthesis
SWNTs has shown that the annealing process in h
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thermostatic atmosphere is a crucial experimental facto
selectively synthesize a certain diameter SWNT in h
yield.
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FIG. 5. Raman spectra of soot produced under~a! gravity-free conditions
~0G! and ~b! normal gravity conditions~1G!. The radial breathing mode
region is expanded, as shown in the insets.
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